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And the Winners are …
The winners of Verum’s ASD:Suite Contest have been selected. The contest, which
kicked off in April, gave software engineers in Europe full access to Verum’s newest
ASD:Suite. The challenge was to use the imagination together with the ASD:Suite to
build a practical and illustrative application of any kind, for any device.
Ten winners have been selected as either “very cool” or “highly efficient”. The most
impressive, innovative, illustrative and outright cool applications for publication where
selected in the Coolness category. Efficiency in development is measured by a
specific set of ASD metrics, selecting the winners for the Efficiency category.
Each of the top ten winners will receive an Apple iPad2 during a special award
ceremony held at the ASD user event on Tuesday October 4, we hope all winners will
be present during the iPad party.

Top Winners for Coolness:
Hans Kuppens

Winner

Filip Stachowiak
Ivana Todosijevic
Nenad Terzic
Jelena Baluban

Runner-up
1
2
3

spASDinvaders
Probably the best known and most played
game of all times completely rebuild with the
ASD:Suite
Traffic crossing
Self service shopping
CNC control
Vacuum cleaner

Top Winners for Efficiency:
Martin Keesen

Winner

Terry Dennemans
Willie Aarnink
Danilo Bojovic
Milica Topic

Runner-up
1
2
3

On Board Unit
A sophisticated on board unit for vehicle
tracking and emergency communication and
assistance, build with the ASD:Suite
I2C implementation for home automation
Tweet/Re-tweet app
Light and Shades control
Elevator

The contest has inspired a lot of excitement and creativity within the Verum
Community, many of whom have requested detailed descriptions of the winning apps.
These will be published in the upcoming months.

About the ASD:Suite
Making software design verification a reality
The Verum ASD:Suite is a unique, general purpose, software design automation
platform. Incorporating fully automated mathematical verification technology, it
enables software engineers to build better, more complex software while delivering a
net 30%-50% improvement in productivity and a corresponding decrease in time to
market.
ASD:Suite users include Ericsson, FEI Company, PANalytical, Philips, Nspyre, Sioux,
and TASS.

For more information or a demonstration, please feel free to contact us via
info@verum.com or by telephone +31 40 235 9090.
Also you may visit www.verum.com for more detailed information.

